


What can CB Digital Factory 
do for your business?
Our future-proof solution is not just for the warehouse, but the manufacturing floor

too. Our extensive experience of working in warehouse and shop floor facilities give

us a good understanding of the importance of easy to use systems, simplifying

complex IFS functions.

Our enhanced connectivity provides transactional data with no human intervention

to production lines, remote systems, offsite warehouses and more. We can help

customers utilize modern technologies such as RFID and support transacting

multiple items or boxes simultaneously. 

Our experienced consultants help to both simplify processes and ensure a

synchronization of data and material flows. We have developed best practice guides,

design templates and an abundance of easy-to-use configuration tools to get you on

your way. 

CB Digital Factory is a complete configurable out of the box solution that your

internal IT teams can adopt in no time at all. This all-encompassing Automated Data

Collection (ADC) solution offers a highly configurable suite of shop floor and

warehousing transactions based on our 25 years of experience, an exclusive tool-set

to customize and create new transactions to match your business, plus powerful and

simple-to-implement IoT connectivity.

What is CB Digital Factory?
CB Digital Factory



Works hand-in-hand with CharIOT and
Transaction Builder

Removes manual intervention in business
processes with automated workflows

Comprehensive integrations connecting all
elements of your supply chain

Cost effective integration of external systems
with simple and rapid IoT connectivity

It can be optimized across the entire
business enterprise 

  CLICK HERE
Heaven Hill Brands

Case Study

CLICK HERE
Sunflex Digital Factory

Case Study

SEE HOW OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE
ADOPTED CB DIGITAL FACTORY

Benefits of using
CB Digital Factory

CB Digital Factory can provide your business with many benefits.

As a cost effective way to integrate external systems with IoT

connectivity, it can be optimized across the entire business. CB

Digital Factory allows you to connect your whole supply chain,

whilst removing manual intervention throughout business

processes, and enabling you to utilize automation throughout

your operations.

https://www.cedar-bay.com/heaven-hill/
https://www.cedar-bay.com/sunflex/


Low Code
Transaction Builder

Owning your own
transactions ensures

the software suits your
business needs.

 

 
CLICK HERE

TO SEE HOW KLN HAVE

ADOPTED OUR

TRANSACTION BUILDER

HERE.

Giving your people the power
Making the software suit your business, not the other way round.

What's involved?

Our Low Code Transaction Builder is an exclusive pairing with CB Digital Factory, offering

IT teams the chance to create their own unique transactions, or customize existing

transactions. By having control of your own transactions, your business can drive further

benefits from your workforce by tailoring transactions to suit your business, and not the

business adapting to the software. 

Transaction Builder boasts a visual overview

and page designer tool, with a simple to use

block-based drag and drop code editor.

These features enable your team to create

transactions that can extend the

mobilization to other areas of your

business. This Low Code Transaction Builder

can be used for bespoke workflows in large

or niche areas to solve your data collection

needs. We also give you the ability to

interact with other systems via custom

access blocks. 

https://www.cedar-bay.com/kln-transaction-builder-video-case-study/


Each frequency is suited for a
specific purpose:

• Low (125-148 KHz) Animal IDs, car
locks
• High (13.56MHz) Clothing, Smart
cards
• Ultra-High (915MHz) Box/Pallet
tracking
• Microwave (2.4GHz) Vehicle
Identification (tolls)

There are currently six classes of tags, which
allows for different functionality within the tag:

 
• Zero - UHF read-only
• One - Passive UHF or HF; write once, read many
• Two - Passive read-write tags
• Three - Semi-passive read-write tags with capability of
recording additional parameters such as temperature
• Four - Active read-write tag
• Five - Active read-write; will communicate with other tags
as well as readers

 

Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID)What is RFID?

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) solutions give real-time asset visibility that is needed to

streamline operations, maximize asset utilization and error-proof asset-related data. RFID is a

data collection technology similar to that used with barcodes, but instead of scanning a

barcode, it uses radio frequency communication to collect data from RFID tags. It is commonly

referred to as automatic Identification or auto-id as it uses radio waves to automatically and

uniquely identify objects such as assets, inventory, people or animals.

The technology was originally adapted from early military radar where the system could

identify between aircraft of different countries. An electronic tag (transponder) is embedded

with an integrated circuit that can store unique data about the object being tagged and an

antenna helps with the transmission of the data. In the case of semi-passive or active tags, a

battery will also be present, where a pure passive tag will be powered by the radio

transmission from the reader. A reader – which could be amongst others a gate array, tunnel

or handheld device transmits radio waves at one of four specific radio frequencies to

communicate with and retrieve data from tags within its proximity.



Until recently, complexity and cost led to RFID only being used in specific high value

solutions. However, with the advent and growing adoption of “Gen 2” or “RAIN” tags,

this is set to rapidly change. The Gen2 tag is a Class 1 UHF or HF tag which contains

an Electronic Product Code (EPC) defined both by GS1 and ISO. This EPC is used to

uniquely identify the handling unit, pallet, case, or item. Many types of readers are

now becoming available for either short or long-range communication, they can be

small portable devices, embedded into other units or fully installed gate arrays.

For many years now, Cedar Bay, along with our partners Zebra Technologies, have

been delivering integration of RFID technology into IFS. Our Cedar Bay Apps software

can scan multiple tags simultaneously, allowing for instance the identification of all

items within a pallet or location with a single scan. A great example would be for the

verification of items being shipped in a closed box or container. We can write to RFID

enabled printers at the receiving dock, at the end of a production line or within

shipping, automatically tagging inventory.

Furthermore, our integration with Zebra’s gate technology overcomes the issue of

multiple tag reads as a tag passes between areas, accurately recording many tags as

they pass through the reader. Our IoT integration application, CharIOT, completes

the integration into IFS.

How can we help?
RFID AT CEDAR BAY



Removing manual
intervention in business
processes

CharIOT is our middleware solution for the simple and
rapid deployment of IoT connectivity giving cost effective
integration of external systems, not just within but also
external to your organization. By removing manual
intervention, we can increase accuracy and timeliness of
transactions being recorded into IFS, while removing the
cost of traditional manual recording. 

CharIOT can also transmit these messages to other
systems for big data analysis if desired. Examples of
systems we have intregrated inlude many types of
PLCs, scales, palletizers, box measuring systems,
location services (to automatically track and record
movements of pallets) and full internal and external
warehouse integration. 

Our transaction processor makes integration simple and can take
a variety of transmission types, such as: HTTP, MSMQ and File
Drop from a variety of sources. Our connector can identify the
message that is being sent, whether that is a pallet movement or
production recording, and translate the message for processing.
These messages are placed in to concurrent and sequential
queues to avoid record locking issues and are processed in IFS
via Cedar Bay. 

Rapid IoT
connectivity

Big Data analysis
capabilities

Simple
integration

IOT CONNECTOR



About Cedar Bay
We believe in lean
manufacturing
At Cedar Bay, we pride ourselves on working closely with our customers, taking

the time to understand their business and process that they follow. Optimizing

business processes and collecting inventory and manufacturing data enables

customers to make more efficient and accurate real-time business decisions. We

encourage lean manufacturing practices throughout shop floor and warehouse

facilities to achieve a paperless manufacturing facility. This can be facilitated in CB

Digital Factory.

Cedar Bay has over 25 years of deployment experience providing innovation, best

practice and value with over 120 successful implementations. We provide full

support from IFS Applications 7 to latest releases of IFS Cloud, and all new

releases protect customer investment. 

Cedar Bay is a global IFS Channel partner who can provide an end-to-end service.

We are certified by relevant standards agencies such as GS1 and partners with

Zebra Technologies, Honeywell, Cisco and Extreme Networks. These partnerships

and certifications ensure we can offer the very best service to our customers, and

support them where necessary.

Our experience



Get in touch with our
team below!

Email us via info@cedar-bay.com

Follow us on LinkedIn 

Learn more at www.cedar-bay.com

Offices in the UK, USA, Sri Lanka, Spain and Portugal

mailto:info@cedar-bay.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cedar-bay/
https://www.cedar-bay.com/

